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Batter Up! Set up Directions:   
• Print Page 2 (baseball diamond) and laminate- Make enough copies for each player 

• Print out PAGE 3 (Base Runners) cut out and laminate-  Each player needs 4 base runners                        

• Print out Page 4,5,6 (S, R, L words)- one for each player  

• Print two of page 7(Batter Up! Baseballs) on Card Stock – turn over and print pages 8 & 9 on the backs- cut & laminate  

• Optional: place Velcro on backs of batters/players and on bases Or use Aleene’s Tack-it Over & Over on bases 

• Pictures are supplied for each teams Mascot so players can see what they look like.(pages 10,11,12) 

• Baseball vocabulary definitions excluding MLB Teams and mascots are on pages 13 -17. 

 

Batter Up! Game Directions:   
• Give each player a word list and 4 Base Runners 

• Flip coin to decide who is Home Team (heads) or Visitor Team (tails) – The Visitor Team “bats” first 

• Write Team names on Baseball Diamond page -Players may use their own name (Cindy) or choose a name for their team 

(MN Twins) 

• Place Batter Up! Baseballs in a container or baseball cap- The Vistor Team pulls out a ball and follows the directions-  

 Single-  Pick one word under the single column – The player moves a batter one base IF they use the word 

correctly*  and uses a highligher to mark the word (correct words cannot be replayed) 

 Double – Pick two words  under the double column – The player moves a batter two bases IF they use the word 

correctly* and uses a highligher to mark the words (correct words cannot be replayed) 

 Triple- Pick three words under the triple column – The player moves a batter three bases IF they use the word 

correctly* and uses a highligher to mark the words (correct words cannot be replayed) 

 Home Run- Pick four words under the home run column – The player moves a batter around the bases IF they use 

the word correctly* and uses a highligher to mark the words (correct words cannot be replayed) 

*Articulation students: Use each word correctly at the level they are at- 

� Say the word with their best production or 

� Use in a sentence or                                      

� Define the word  

*Language students: Use each word correctly by- 

� Defining or providing a description for the word 

� Use the word in a sentence 

 Out- I have found that waiting for one player to get 3 outs can be a long wait for the other player(s). Instead 

altenate turns with all the players- keep playing with the Batter Up cards until they have all been picked then put 

all cards back into your container to continue and start the next inning. 

 Incorrect Responses- If the player gives an incorrect response it is marked as a strike on their baseball diamond.  

They may choose to try the same word again or choose a new one from the column (three strikes equal an out). 

The player does not use a highligher to mark the words said incorrectly (incorrect words can be replayed). 

 Practice Swing- If a player makes a mistake on their 1
st

 ups and notices it they can call it their “practice swing.” 

They then may reuse the same word or choose a new one.  This can be used for every 1
st

 time at bat. 

 Advancing runners- If the player has other Base Runners on bases they only advance if the new batter will be on 

the same base- Example 1:  First batter gets a single and is on 1
st

 base, next batter gets a single and moves to 1
st

 

base and advances the player already on 1
st

 to 2
nd

 base  Example 2:  First batter gets a double and is on 2
nd

 base, 

next batter gets a single and moves to 1
st

 base but player already on 2
nd

 base does not advance 

 Stealing- If a player can provide 2 meanings for word they can have one base runner steal one base!  
 

Ending the Game:    
 You may choose to play the game for 9 innings in one session.   

 If time does not allow a 9 inning game then you may call a “rain delay” and finish the game at a later time. Or you 

may choose to set up your own number of innings per game. 

 The word lists may be sent with players for home practice. You can add your own note on the bottom. 

Enjoy!Enjoy!Enjoy!Enjoy!    
Cindy Cindy Cindy Cindy L. L. L. L. MeesterMeesterMeesterMeester MS, CCC MS, CCC MS, CCC MS, CCC----SLPSLPSLPSLP    
Speech LanSpeech LanSpeech LanSpeech Language Pathologistguage Pathologistguage Pathologistguage Pathologist    
    

Students may use the Mascot pictures and 

the definition pages to help them create a 

sentence or provide a description. 
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 Team Names 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Runs 

Visitor  

 

          

Home  

 

          

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                       

 

          

Strikes:  1   2   3 

Outs:     1   2   3 

 

 

 

Practice Swing  
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BaSSSSeball Vocabulary for /SSSS/   
This site has baseball vocabulary, quizzes, history of baseball and more:http://www.englishclub.com/vocabulary/sports-baseball.htm 

Single- say 1 Double- say 2 Triple- say 3 Home Run- say 4 

Ace* 

Atlanta Braves 

Autographs  

Base 

Ball parks 

Baltimore Orioles 

Bunts 

Cracker Jacks 

Fair Balls 

Ground balls 

Homeruns 

Hot Dogs 

Infielders 

Innings  

Milwaukee Brewers 

New York Mets 

Oakland Athletics 

Paws* 

Peanuts 

Philadelphia Phillies 

Pitchers 

Runs  

Sluggerrr* 

Stomper* 

Triples 

Tickets  

Uniforms 

Washington Nationals 

Base Hit 

Baseball Cards 

Breaking Balls 

Cheers  

Chicago Cubs 

Cleveland Indians 

Colorado Rockies 

Curve balls 

Designated Hitter 

Florida Marlins 

Foul Balls 

Green grass 

Let's Play Ball 

Lou Seal* 

Mariner Moose* 

Minor Leagues 

Outfielders 

Rangers Captain* 

Scoreboard  

Slider*  

Starting Pitcher  

Strike out 

Swinging Friar* 

Tampa Bay Rays 

Toronto Blue Jays 

Third Base 

 

Bases Loaded 

Bleachers  

Center Field 

Chicago White Sox 

Cincinnati Reds 

Baxter the Bobcat* 

Fielder's Choice 

First Base 

Force Play 

Line Drives 

Mr. Met* 

Major Leagues 

New York Yankees 

Outdoor Stadium 

Pitcher's Mound 

Pittsburgh Pirates 

Homers 

St. Louis Cardinals 

Sacrifice Fly 

Seattle Mariners 

Second Base  

Screech* 

Spring Training 

Steal  

Umpires 
Wally the Green Monster* 
Zinger 

Arizona Diamondbacks 

Baseball Jersey 

Baseball Managers 

Batters box  

Boston Red Sox 

Detroit Tigers 

Extra Innings 

Grand Slam 

Ground Balls  

Houston Astros 

Kansas City Royals 

Los Angeles Angels 

Los Angeles Dodgers 

Mascots 

Minnesota Twins 

Mustard 

San Diego Padres 

San Francisco Giants 

Seventh Inning Stretch 

Shortstop 

Southpaw* 

Squeeze Play 

Strikes  

Strike zone 

T.C.  Bear* 

Texas Rangers 

Visitors Dugout  

World Series 

*mascots 

Practice these words at home using your best speech! 

Note: 

 

 

SSSS 
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Baseball VocabulaRRRRy foR R R R /RRRR/   
This site has baseball vocabulary, quizzes, history of baseball and more:http://www.englishclub.com/vocabulary/sports-baseball.htm 

Single- say 1 Double- say 2 TRiple- say 3 Home Run- say 4 

Atlanta Braves 

Autographs 

Ball parks 

Batter 

Batter Up 

Bleachers  

Catcher 

Center Field 

Dinger* 

Force Play 

Gapper* 

Homer (also*) 

Houston Astros 

Line Drives 

Los Angeles Dodgers 

Mr. Met* 

Rally 

Runs  
Seventh Inning Stretch 

Slider*  

Sluggerrr*  

Steal 

Strikes 

Tampa Bay Rays 

Triples 

Zinger 

Arizona Diamondbacks 

Baseball Jersey 

Baseball Managers 

Batters box  

Batting Order 

Captain Jolly Roger* 

Cincinnati Reds 

Cracker Jacks  

Cheering  

Fielder's Choice 

Ground Balls 

In the Dirt 

Kansas City Royals 

Milwaukee Brewers 

Minor Leagues 

Pitcher 

Raymond* 

Sacrifice Fly 

San Diego Padres 

Scoreboard 

Shortstop 

Stomper* 

St. Louis Cardinals 

Toronto Blue Jays 

Triple play 

Umpires  

Visitors Dugout 

All Star Game 

Baseball Cards 

Billy the Marlin* 

Boston Red Sox 

Breaking Ball 

Designated Hitter 

Detroit Tigers 

First Base  

Fredbird* 

Grand Slam 

Green Grass 

Homeruns  

Major Leagues 

Mariner Moose* 

Mustard 

New York Mets 

New York Yankees 

Outdoor Stadium 

Pitcher's Mound 

Rangers Captain* 

San Francisco Giants 

Seattle Mariners 

Strike Out  

Swinging Friar* 

T.C.  Bear* 

The Bird* 

Baltimore Orioles 

Barn Burner  

Baxter the Bob Cat* 

Bernie Brewer* 

Colorado Rockies 

Curve Balls  

Double Header  

Extra Innings 

Fair Balls 

Fair territory  

Florida Marlins 

Forfeited Game 

Infielders 

Outfielders 

Pittsburgh Pirates 

Reds Homer* 

Relief Pitcher 

Spring Training 

Starting Pitcher 

Strike zone 

Texas Rangers 

Third Base 

Uniforms  
Wally the Green Monster* 
Warning Track  

World Series 

*mascots      

Practice these words at home using your best speech! 

Note: 

 

 

RRRR 
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Baseballllllll Vocabullllary for /LLLL/   
This site has baseball vocabulary, quizzes, history of baseball and more:http://www.englishclub.com/vocabulary/sports-baseball.htm 

Single- say 1 Double- say 2 Triple- say 3 Home Run- say 4 

Atlanta Braves 

Ball Parks 

Binoculars 

Bleachers  

Breaking Ball  

Bull Pen 

Center Field 

Down the Middle 

Ground Rule 

Force Play 

Laces 

Lefty 

Line Drives 
Los Angeles Dodgers 

Losing Streak 

Nail Biter 

Sacrifice Fly 

Schedules 

Slider*  

Sluggerrr*  

Steal 

Squeeze Play 

Triples 

Bases Loaded 

Baseball Cards 

Baseball Jersey 

Baseball Managers 

Disabled List 

Fair Balls 

Fielder's Choice 

Grand Slam 

Ground Balls 

Kansas City Royals 

Home Plate 

In Play 

Leadoff Hitter 
Milwaukee Brewers 

Major Leagues 

Minor Leagues 

Penalty  

Rally 

Slump 

St. Louis Cardinals 

Toronto Blue Jays 
Washington Nationals 

Yelling 

All Star Game 

Baseball Diamond 

Baseball Glove 

Baseball Mascots 
Captain Jolly Roger* 

Cleveland Indians 

Curve Balls  

Double Header  

Floater 

Helmet 

Hole in his Glove 

Grand Slam 

Left Fielder 

Lineup 

Lou Seal* 

Kansas City Royals 
Middle of the Inning 

Oakland Athletics 

Phillie Phanatic* 

Right Fielder 

Seattle Mariners 

Triple Play 

Baltimore Orioles 

Baseball Player 

Billy the Marlin* 

Blow Out 

Colorado Rockies 

Double Play 

Florida Marlins 

Foul Ball 

Foul Line 

Fly Ball 

Full Count 

Infielders  

Intentional Walk 

Knuckleball 

Let's Play Ball 

Little League 

Los Angeles Angels 

Outfielders 
Philadelphia Phillies 

Relief Pitcher 
Wally the Green Monster* 

Wild Pitch 

World Series 

*mascots      

Practice these words at home using your best speech! 

Note: 

 

 

LLLL 
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Print on backs of page 7- Batter Up! Baseballs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

  OUT 

 

DOUBLE  
 

 

TRIPLE 
 

 

 

SINGLE 
 

 

SINGLE 
 

 

SINGLE 
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Print on backs of page 7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 SINGLE 

 

DOUBLE  
 

 

TRIPLE 
 

 

HOME 

RUN 
 

 

 OUT 
 

 

  OUT 
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Mascot Pictures 

 

                         
    Ace - Toronto Blue Jays                       Baxter the Bobcat -                                Bernie Brewer -                  Billy the Marlin - Florida Marlins  

                                                                               Arizona Diamondbacks                          Milwaukee Brewers      
 

           
                              Captain Jolly Roger         AND           Pirate Parrot                            Dinger- Colorado Rockies            Gapper – Cincinnati                                                           

  Pittsburgh Pirates (have 2 mascots) 

                       
                   Fredbird - St. Louis Cardinals                  Homer the Brave -               Junction Jack -                                  Lou Seal -                                      

                              Atlanta Braves                    Houston Astros                       San Francisco Giants 

 

 

    A - L   

Mascots 
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Mascot Pictures 

 

     
       Mariner Moose - Seattle Mariners                           Mr. Met- New York Mets                                Paws - Detroit Tigers         

                                                             

      
    Phillie Phanatic - Philadelphia Phillies             Rangers Captain – Texas Rangers                            Raymond- Tampa Bay Rays                                

 

            

               Screech -Washington Nationals        Slider -Cleveland Indians                   Sluggerrr -                       Southpaw -Chicago White Sox                               

                                                                                                                                     Kansas City Royals             

                                                                                                 

               

M - S   

Mascots 
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 Mascot Pictures 

 

                  
                               Stomper -Oakland Athletics                    Swinging Friar -                           T. C Bear - Minnesota Twins 

                                                                                               San Diego Padres 

 

 

     
                            The Bird - Baltimore Orioles                                             Wally the Green Monster-  

                                                                                                                Boston Red Sox   

 

 

 

 

 

 

S - W       

Mascots 
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Baseball Vocabulary Definitions (excluding MLB Teams and Mascots) 

Word Meaning 
All Star Game game played between teams that are made up of 

the best and most popular players 

autographs Baseball player signatures collected by fans 

ball a pitch thrown outside the strike zone 

ballparks stadium in which ball games are played 

barn burner A game where both teams are scoring lots  of runs 

base one of four "safe havens" to be reached in turn by a 
runner 

base hit a play in which the batter hits the ball into fair 
territory and gets at least to first base 

baseball cards trading card with a picture of a baseball player and 
information about his playing record 

baseball diamond The baseball field, also called a ball field is the field 
upon which the game of baseball is played. 

baseball jersey No the shirt of the uniform is not the jersey. The 
baseball jersey is worn under the uniform shirt and 
normally has a tight fitting three-quarters length 
sleeve. But most people label the shirt as a jersey. 

baseball manager The head coach of a team is called the manager 

bases loaded situation in which a runner is waiting on each of 
three bases 

bat instrument made of aluminum or wood that is used 
to hit the ball while batting 

batter player whose job is to hit the ball with a bat 

batter's box an area around home plate marked by white lines in 
which a batter must stand 

batting order The batting order or batting lineup is the sequence 
in which the nine members take their turns in 
batting. 

batter up Used by an umpire to invite the next batter 

bleachers often unroofed outdoor grandstand for seating 
spectators 

blow out A lopsided win- one team scores a lot of runs and 
the other team very few or none 

bull pen The area of the field in foul territory or out behind 
the outfield wall where pitchers are getting 

bunt light hit made by letting the ball hit the bat without 
swinging it 

breaking ball a baseball that is thrown with spin so that its path 
curves as it approaches the batter 

catcher player who squats behind home plate and catches 
pitches the batter doesn't hit 

center field the middle third of the outfield, behind second base 

center fielder The player who gets balls in center field 

change up a slow pitch thrown with the same arm action as a 
fastball, intended to deceive the batter 

cheers When fans applaud with shouts 

curve ball a pitch that moves unexpectedly in the air because 
of spin put on the ball by the pitcher 

cracker jacks A boxed snack consisting of caramel-coated 
popcorn and a prize 

A - C 

Definitions  
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Word Meaning 
designated hitter The hitter who bats for the pitcher. Pitchers do not 

bat and run the bases. 

disabled list removing an injured player from the roster in so  
healthy players can be used 

double a hit from which the batter reaches second base 

double header two baseball games played in a row 

double play a defensive play in which two base runners are out 
from two quick throws 

down the middle Over the middle portion of home plate, used to 
describe the location of pitches 

dugout area beside the field in which a team's players and 
coaches can sit 

extra innings When a game is tied after 9 innings play continues 
until one team wins 

fair ball a ball  that stays between the lines (the foul lines) of 
the playing field 

fair territory area of the field from home base out to the bottom 
of the home run fence and between the foul lines 

fastball a pitch that is thrown as fast as possible 

fielder’s choice The fielder can get more than one runner out and 
can make a choice to which base to throw the ball. 

first base Down the right side of the diamond is first base- the 
first base a hitter runs to 

floater  

fly ball batted ball that goes high in the air 

foul ball batted ball that goes outside the foul lines 

foul line lines extending from home plate through 1st and 
3rd bases to the outfield fence 

foul territory all parts of the playing field outside the foul lines 

force play A play in which a runner, forced to run to the next 
base because the batter hits the ball but is put out 
by a fielder at that base 

forfeited game game declared ended by the umpire for violation of 
the rules 

full count  

grand slam a home run hit with a runner on every base, by 
which 4 runs are scored 

ground ball a batted ball that rolls or bounces in the infield 

ground rule Every ball park has its own unique layout so before 
a game starts the two team managers meet and 
discuss what rule to use if the ball goes astray and 
some particular obstruction of the field does in fact 
interfere with the play. 

helmet Protective head gear required to be worn by all 
players at bat. 

hole in his glove A tendency to drop fly balls, usually after they hit 
(and seem to go through) the fielder's glove 

home plate the fourth base to which a runner runs, over which a 
pitcher pitches and a batter bats 

home run a ball hit out of the playing field in fair territory, 
scoring a run for the batter and any base runners 

homer A home run 

hot dog also known as a frankfurter, frank, wiener, or 
weenie often eaten while watching a game 

D – H 

Definitions  
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Word Meaning 
in play A game is in play when the umpire declares "play ball" at 

the beginning of the game or after a time-out OR Any 
batted ball is "in play" until either the play ends, the 
umpire calls the ball foul, or there is fan interference or 
some other event that leads to a dead ball. 

in the dirt This lingo can have double meaning. It might be a 
coach’s frantic plea for a base runner to get down 
and dirty and slide into that base. Then again it 
might be referring to a pitched ball that hit the 
ground. You will often hear a player exclaim, "Aw 
come on Ump, it was in the dirt." 

infield area inside the square formed by the four bases 

infielder player who fields in the infield, including first, 
second and third basemen and shortstop 

inning a period of play in which each team bats until 3 
batters are out 

intentional walk when the pitcher deliberately pitches the ball away 
from the batter 

knuckleball A pitch thrown with no spin, traditionally thrown with 
the knuckles, but also with the fingertips 

lead off hitter The first batter listed on a team's line-up card 

lefty a batter who left handed or a pitcher who throws left 
handed  

let’s play ball Get going, start, as in It's time to get a move on 

line drive a ball hit hard and low in the air 

line up the batting order 

little league baseball teams for kids 

losing streak A series of loses in a row 

major league Generally refers to the top-level caliber of baseball 
play. 

mascots A person, animal, or object believed to bring good 
luck to a team and is a symbol for the team 

middle of the inning The time between the top half and bottom half of an 
inning when the visiting team takes the field and the 
home team prepares to bat 

minor league Are usually baseball teams which are at a lower pay 
level and play in smaller cities and towns than the 
Major League Baseball teams 

Mustard What some people put on a hotdog OR when a ball 
is thrown very fast 

nail biter A close game. Nervous fans may be biting their 
nails. 

out to be dismissed, or to have one's turn ended 

outdoor stadium a large structure for open-air sports or 
entertainment 

outfield area between the infield and the home run fence 

outfielder a player who fields in the outfield 

peanuts A nut cracked out of a hard shell and often eaten by 
fans at a game 

penalty When a player or team break a rule and get fined or 
taken off the team 

pitcher's mound a raised section in the middle of the diamond on 
which pitchers stand when pitching 

play a move or maneuver in a sport or game 

I – P 

Definitions  
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Word Meaning 
rally to score more runs after having been behind the 

other team & to come together and support 

relief pitcher A relief pitcher or reliever is a baseball or softball pitcher 
who enters the game after the starting pitcher is removed 
due to injury or for other reasons. 

right field the area in the outfield behind the first and second 
basemen 

right fielder The player who fields in the right field 

run a score earned when a base runner safely gets to 
home plate 

sacrifice fly The batter intends to get “out” so a teammate to 
score a run 

schedules A list showing the dates and places a team plays 

second base The base across the diamond from home plate 

scoreboard A large board that records and displays the score of 
a game 

seventh inning 
stretch 

A tradition in baseball that takes place between the 
halves of the seventh inning of any game. Fans generally 
stand up and stretch. 

shortstop fielder whose position is between second and third 
bases 

slider a pitch that acts like a fastball until it breaks 
suddenly as it reaches the plate 

slump An extended period when player or team is not 
performing well or up to expectations 

spring training series of practices and exhibition games before the 
start of the regular season 

southpaw left handed thrower especially a left handed pitcher 

starting pitcher The pitcher who delivers the first pitch to the first 
batter of a game 

steal to run a base between pitches without the batter 
hitting the ball 

strike a strike is called if a batter swings at a pitch and 
misses, or if the pitch passes through the strike 
zone without being hit 

strike out to be out for having three strikes called 

strike zone the area over home plate and between the batter's 
armpits and knees as he stands ready to bat 

squeeze play A play in which a runner on third base tries to score 
as the batter bunts the pitch 

tag to get a runner out by touching them with the ball or 
with the glove holding the ball 

third base The base on the left side of the baseball diamond. It 
is the last base before returning to home plate. 

ticket What you need to buy to attend a game, a ticket 
also shows where you sit 

triple a hit from which the batter reaches third base 

triple play a defensive play in which three base runners are 
tagged out with three quick throws 

umpire The person in charge of enforcing the rules of the 
game 

uniform A baseball uniform is a type of uniform worn by baseball 
players. Most baseball uniforms have the names and 
uniform numbers of players who wear them, usually on 
the backs of the uniforms to distinguish the players 

R – U 

Definitions  
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Word Meaning 
walk free pass to first base given to a batter after a 

pitcher throws four balls outside the strike zone 

warning track The part of the baseball field that is closest to the 
wall or fence and is typically made of dirt, instead of 
grass so that it feels and sounds different as the 
outfielder runs into the area. Thus the outfielder 
hears and feels this change which warns him "look 
out" the fence is dead ahead. 

wild pitch a pitch is too high, too low, or too wide of home 
plate for the catcher to catch the ball with ordinary 
effort 

World Series Major league teams of the American League and 
the National League meet at the end of the season 
and play a seven game series. The winner of this 
World Series heretofore was known around the 
world as the World Champions. 

zinger a really fast travelling baseball thrown or hit which 
whistles right past someone like a flash 

Some terms were found at: http://www.baseballfarming.com/BaseballLingo.html   
 http://www.englishclub.com/vocabulary/sports-baseball.htm  

W – Z 

Definitions  


